NOWADAYS
The twentieth-century crossword education calls for a footnote
and an instance: the clue is "battle colour", the answer discovered
by not-quite-eighteen without ever having heard of it: " Solferino' *.
It had to be verified by the dictionary; not, of course, for informa-
tion's sake, but if it chanced to be wrong it would complicate the
whole of that corner. "Yes, it's all right I" triumphantly, ". . . *a
purplish-red colour discovered in the year of the battle of Sol-
ferino*." An offhand way to pick up education, but from the
point of view of the girls of the 1940*5, any steady recurring
distraction was better than setting out in search of makeshift fun
when fiin itself was lost.
Rest and read and do our crosswords; make ourselves an
underslip from that piece of crepe de Chine luckily left over from
Auntie's birthday present;. and when we have a chance, wash and
set our hair, make up our faces, choosing the colour of the lipstick
with care; count our coupons, and go all out for life and the
shops—stray bits and fragments of fun when we should have tad
the whole pattern. Nature ? No, thanks. Nature is all very well,
but hardly what we mean by fun—-nowadays.
I was first surprised, and then not surprised at all, that nature
had only a very slight appeal to anyone young, except the
traditional "dreamy" girl. Nature is a compensation when you
are middle-aged and growing elderly; and new forms of physical
enterprise have triumph mixed in with them by proving (to
ourselves, mostly) that we are not yet so old, after aU; for look
how we dash into the rain, haul out the boat, positively enjoying it
still, while the young ones remain indoors looking up with a
laconic "How was it ?" as you come in glowing, a little despising
them — till you remember how soon they will be doing first-class
efficient jobs in the Navy, the Army and the Air Force.
"And what are you doing to-night ?" "Got an A.R..P. lecture
that I mustn't miss." "Dear me," said the old gentleman on a
pitying note, "it can't be helped, I suppose, but it must be a very
dull subject s . . . a very dull subject," shaking his head. The girl
hesitated, seeking for words; but either she was inarticulate or did
not think it worth while to explain, for she simply said "Oh, no,"
fairly politely, and walked off.
I guessed, when I heard this brief dialogue, what might be in
her mind. An A.R.P. lecture: either this is tie dullest subject in
the world or the most exciting—it could be nothing between.
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